
Stagecraft Activity 

The HUNT 
 

Instructions: For this assignment you will go on a Treasure Hunt to find as many of these tools 

and materials as you can as a team. In this assignment, you and a partner are charged with 
identifying the different tools, hardware, and/or materials commonly used in theatre. 
 
You can split the work between yourself however works best, one person do some internet 
searches and the other do some live recordings. Any form of collaboration is acceptable. If 

a group member does not contribute than they must complete the entire hunt at their own 
pace for full credit. This assignment can be completed in several ways outlined below. 
 

a. You may submit your findings by video or in a another form of electronic presentation. 
For video submissions you must film yourself or your partner completing the HUNT as 

one compiled video file or as 9 separate video files. Videos can be recorded at home 
uses the supplies around you or you may also film yourself going into a store or 
workshop if that is something you have access to during the timeframe of this 
assignment. 

 

b. For other electronic presentations, this includes a Word Document, Power Point, or 
other type of media including voice overs. This electronic submission must be able to 
include photos of the item and an attached worded/audio description which meets 
the conditions for full credit. 

 
Here they are: 

 

1. Measuring and Marking Tools 

Find one measuring tool and one marking tool from page 1 of the Backstage 

Handbook. Measure something using the tool. Mark it at half it’s size. What is that 

measurement (to the nearest ¼”)? 

 

2. Hammers and Prying Tools 

Find one hammer and one prying tool from pages 2 and 3 respectfully. Pretend 

you are THOR and name your hammer by yelling the name outdoors. Let the 

prying tool watch you pose with your hammer from afar jealously. 

 

3. Wrenches and Screw Drivers 

Find as many wrenches and screw drivers as you can (see page 4). Place them 

on a worktable or counter in a random order at first. Now, move the wrenches 

to the “upstage” area of the table and the screw drivers to the “downstage” 

area of the table.  



 

4. Gripping Tools 

Find your favorite gripping tool from page 5 of the Backstage Handbook. Use 

the opening of it like a mouth that can talk. Let it tell me what kind of a gripping 

tool it is and have it list 2 things it is good at doing. 

 

5. Saws and Cutting Tools 

Find a hand saw (page 6) that has visible teeth on the blade. Count the teeth 

along the blade. Tell me how many teeth is has by walking up that many steps 

of stairs. If you don’t have a really tall stair case, just go up and down a smaller 

stair care until you reach the total number. 

 

6. Drills and Bits 

Find one drill and show two types of bits that fit into the drill (page 8). Role play a 

scene where the two drill bits fight over the drill. Before the end of the scene be 

sure to give a real life safety disclaimer and remind viewers that no bits were 

harmed in the making of this demonstration. 

 

7. Clamps and Vices 

Find a clamp that is tightened using a rotational force. Show how it is used by 

attaching it to something that starts with the letter “R”. Next, find a clamp that 

uses the spring force to attach to items. Show how this is used by attaching it to 

something that starts with the letter “S” 

 

8. Wood 

Find three different pieces of wood. One must be a piece of lumber, one must 

be plywood, and one must be a type of particle board. Introduce each one like 

you are paparazzi and they are a celebrity. Gush over all their awesome 

attributes trying to not let them see you do it. 

 

9. Hardware 

Gather a handful of different hardware parts. Bring them to an area that has a 

slight incline, for example, a ramp. This is to be a rolling contest. Introduce the 

part before you roll it (the best you can) down the ramp and comment on its 

shape. Which shape rolled the best? Why? 
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